
In the larger Low Countries area, beer brewing was

connected with gruit in ancient times. Brewers were

required to buy and use this mysterious substance and

paid a type of tax that way. It was supposed to contain

various herbs, but there were also grains and malt and

even wax delivered to the gruithuis (in Latin domus fer-

menti) according to old invoices from a gruithuis in

Deventer, a city that is today in the Dutch province of

Overijssel. For centuries and up to the present day what

kind of substance gruit exactly was is still something of

a mystery. Generally gruit was thought to be some mix-

ture of herbs, despite an alternative presented by the

Dutch historian Hans Ebbing in 1994. Ebbing presented

a very thorough study into the nature of gruit that was

almost totally neglected.1

Infusion of malt

First we need look into the brewing techniques of those

old days, in particular the fact that there was more than

just one infusion of the malt, because not everything

could be drawn from it in one cycle as we do today with

our modern equipment. These secondary or third infu-

sions could be treated in all kinds of ways. The simplest

way was to make lesser beers out of them. But there

were many instances of continental professional brew-

ers that were not allowed to make more than just one

beer. The amount of barrels that could be filled out of

one batch could also have been regulated and limited.

Both were common measures to ensure a certain quality

of the resulting beer. There the mash, grist or gruetsoppe

could perhaps be exchanged with the gruithuis. Over at

the gruithuis they would have had the time to draw

everything from the malt, concentrate the resulting wort

into a thick paste and mix it with herbs. That is what I

have come to think is what the old gruit was. How I

arrived at that idea I will try to explain below.

Gruithuis

Many believe nowadays that gruit was a mixture of

herbs, but that was only partially true. One of the activ-

ities in the gruithuis was done by a machine that could

crush things. Basically that is the meaning of the word

gruit (or grut): small fragments of things. The gruithuis

could have been a kind of service centre for brewers and

there is evidence for a range of activities from the

Cameraars, (or financial Chamber) of Deventer.

Collecting and preparing ingredients was one of them,

making malt out of grains, followed by crushing herbs

and malt and making and concentrating wort in a large

kettle. The resulting thick porridge could then be mixed

with the herbs. In at least one case ‘Gruyt and Cruyt’

were named separately. In the Dutch town of Arnhem it

was forbidden to get these two from anywhere else than

the municipal Stat Gruythuys.2

Novus modus

Things change over time, and Emperor Charles IV of

the Holy Roman Empire mentioned the ‘novus modus

fermentandi cervisiam’ in 1357. For this ‘new method

of brewing’ it was needed to separate the herbs from

gruit. The new herb was hops and those had to be

cooked with the wort, at least partially, whereas gruit

was added at a later stage, at fermentation, or maybe

even later. Generally if herbs are used in beer today they

are not cooked with the wort. Gruit was adapted to the

new way of brewing and stayed around, and we have
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examples of ‘gruit’ beers made in a very plain way; with

only water, malt, hops and yeast. The first clues are

given by Matthias de l’Obel in his 16th century

Kruydtboeck (Book of Herbs):

English Ale

To make the best English beer called Ale, which has a sweet

and wine-like taste, and is drunk most in the winter, for it it

does not keep well: One takes soaked malt, that is, Wort, 200

pounds, hops 2 handfuls to change the sweet and bland taste

of the Wort, and as that has boiled together well and has 

filtered through soo shall one next mix together, yeast of 

Beer or Ael, 3 pounds, and English Graut (what we call

Naerbier) 6 to 8 pounds.

Graut is made like this:

One takes 6 or 8 pounds of crushed malt, boiling hot water 12

or 15 pounds, which mixed together and well stirred 6 times

in a day, and with blankets and straw very well covered so

long together in a clean barrel shall soak that it becomes thick

as syrup. After that it shall be fired and boiled, and stirred

very well to keep it from burning, till it is thick as porridge.3

The extraction method De L’Obel describes above is a

kind of general practice among physicians and phar-

macists of the time.4 In his Kruydtboeck he mentions

English Graut (what we call Naerbier) and describes

various medicines made with this Naerbier. Naerbier

was the carrier of the herbs and perhaps also a way to

sweeten the intake of it. It can be safely assumed to have

been intensely sweet and could very well help with

fermentation when mixed with wort and yeast as De

L’Obel suggests above. On page 285 of the Kruydtboeck

he mentions slight differences in the old way of making

Naerbier and ‘the Graut of the English’, but continues

that ‘today’ (hedens-daegs) it is still useful to make

various medicines and is even used as a food and eaten

with bread.

Later sources confirm this way of making Ale with

graut or grout as concentrated wort.5 Devonshire White

Ale is a well known example that even survived into

modern times.6

Gruit = Graut = Grout

Generally we should keep in mind a fixed spelling of

words is a modern concept. The Dutch ‘ui’ cannot be

pronounced by most other speakers and is generally

changed a little bit. Later Graut and Naebier are men-

tioned in the book Liber de Cervisia, written by the

scholar Martin Schoock, who was professor at the

University of Groningen in the 17th century.7

Additionally we find a very plain entry in A dictionary,

English-Latin, and Latin-English, by Elisha Coles in

1679: ‘Grout [wort] Condimentum cerevisiae’. Many

later etymological publications have a largely similar

entry.8

Re-fermentation

The Dordrecht, South Holland brewer Adriaen Mels

wrote in his notebook about what happened in his

brewery in the last four decades of the 17th century,9 but

his story on the drink known as Mol started in the past

tense; it ‘used to be’ made of white barley without any
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Figure 1. General practice among physicians and 

pharmacists.



other grain. Nimweeghse Mol, from Nijmegen, in the

modern Dutch province of Gelderland, was an export

product in the 16th century. It was exported in particu-

lar to Antwerp. Mol had had a special status in the big

city that Antwerp was around 153710 and could be

imported, whereas most other beers were banned. The

brewer slowly boiled down part of the wort he had kept

separate, while at the same time the main brew was fer-

menting. After the main fermentation, the thick beer was

mixed in and the beer was barreled. The intense sweet

syrup will have meant a re-fermentation in the barrel to

see it through till opened at its ultimate destination. This

fermentation must have been the reason for the Latin

name of gruit being a fermentum in the old days or of

levarentur cerevisiae; ‘levitating’ the beer.11

Conclusion

Boiling down and concentrating wort could very well

have been one of the mysterious activities in the

gruithuis. Details as which (and whether) herbs were

mixed in have differed over time and region. De l’Obel

located what is essentially an old brewing technique in

16th century ‘s Hertogenbosch, the province of Holland

and England, but it is also encountered in the Nordic

countries.12 Basically graut, grout or gruit was an aux-

iliary that could be used for beer, like in Nimweeghse

Mol and ale, but also was a food product and was eaten

with bread in Delft. Unlike the grøt we find in the

Nordic countries today the bulky spent grains will have

been separated and could have served as food for cattle,

leaving the concentrated paste for human consumption,

compact, durable and handy for travel. Mixed with

herbs it was a medicine like De l’Obel described. The

essence of gruit probably never was herbs, but was the

intense sweet substance causing (re-)fermentation; a

fermentum.
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